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\T,RY ONCE iN A LOI{G \THILE,

a window of opportuniry opens for scholars to

integrate their work into a larger, coherent

whole. Perhaps once in a generation, or even

only once in a centuqy, the academic climate

ripens to allow a synthesis of powerfi.rl ideas and abundant data that

haye been accumulating for decades. Those who provide the regular

sffeam of information conrent are the specialists-hard-working

researchers who toil on a daiiy basis to advance knowledge, often

incrementally. Those who occasionally champion the large-scale

integration are the interdisciplinarians-the mavericks of academia

bold enough to propose whole new worldviews.

After 50 years of governmenr-spon561sd 5slsngs-the legary of

Tirfts' graduate Vannevar Bush, A13-when the focus was on

intense, even myopic, specialization during the second half of the

20th century, universities are now beginning to change, albeit

slowly and perhaps only briefly. Interdisciplinarity is in; researchers

are routinely crossing departmental boundaries. Specialization

remains important-and is still funded-but a search for the

"larger scheme of things" is receiving tolerance, if not honor. No

one knows how long this new-found attitude will last among the

community of educated men and women, but it seems clear that

we are now entering a new age of synthesis.

Cosmic evolution is one such interdiscipline-a unifying

subject spanning the entire spectrum ofthe natural sciences. It

is an attempt to identifr common denominators and underlying

laws among all structured things seen around u5 in \x1u1s-

the land, sea and air, the stars in the nighttime slcy, life itself.
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Major features of cosmic

history are sketched along

the "arrow of time," from

big bang to humankind.

Seven construction phases

are identified, each dis-

playing increased com-

plexity among all material

things: particulate, galac-

tic, stellar, planetary

chemical, biological and

cultural evolution. Cosmic

evolution encompasses all

of these phases-it unifies

the sciences. This figure is

from a reproduction of an

educational poster pro-

duced by the Wright

Center, designed by the

author and painted by

Dana Berry. More than

22,000 copies have been

distributed to schools

nationwide during the

past few years,

Can we create a modern worldview that integrates all of the sciences

into a unified whole? Is there some process or mechanism at work in

the Ilniverse that guides the emergence and grornth of all ordered sys-

tems? 'Where did all the order come from anyway? Of course, some

would say the answers are obvioru: God. But natural scientists have a

calling to seek to e"xplain Nature, in all its wondrous manifestations, by

mamer howwe examine Nature today, we see change, some of it subde;

some dramatic. Stars change, climates change, plans and animals

change, civilizations themselves change . The whole Universe is awash in
change, and it is that r,rniversal chaage that we call "cosmic evolution."

From galaxies to snow{lakes, from stars and planets to life
itself, scientists are now weaving a neoplatonic pattern, penetrat-

using only reasoned logic and sciendfic principles. Tempered skepd-

cism and experimental evidence comprise our central dogma.

Simply stated, cosmic evolution is the study of change. More tech-

nically, it is the study of the manyvaried generative and developmenul

changes among all radiation, matter and life *roughout the history of
the Cosmos. If there is one aspect of the Universe that seems ubiqui-

tous-for .ll ,hi"S in all spaces at all times-it is change. The ancient

Greek Heraditus, a noted thinker of some 25 centuries ago, had it cor-

rect when he sated, "There is nothing permanent except change." His

was an innate idea-a hunch-but what a powerfirl idea it was. For no
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From galaxies to snowfrakes, {rom stars and planets to Ltfu itseLf, scier*{sts are nCIw

weavblganeoplat/rnicpattern, ?enetratingthe{abrtc of aLl,the naturaL sctences-

a sweepLngLy tncLuswe synthesk of order and structure amttngaLlthLngs,

ing the fabric of all the natural sciences-a sweepingly inclusive

synthesis of order and structure among every known class of
object in our richly endowed Universe. Neither new science nor
appeals to nonscience are needed to understand the impressive

hierarchy ofthe cosmic-evolutionary story, from quark to quasa!

from microbe to mind.
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An accompanying figure on this page shows the archeqpal symbol of
the cosmic-evolutionary scenario-the "arrow of time." This intel-



lectual road map stretches from the origin of the

llniverse to the present, from big bang to
humankind. \7e astrophysicists debate the exact

age of the Universe all the time, batding back and

forth whether it's 8 or 10, or 15 or 18 billion
years; most of us, as this figure implies, currendy

take 12 billion as the best estimate.

Regardless, whatt remarkable is not only that

we can pin down reasonably well the ages of the

Cosmos, the Milky rVay, our Sun, the Ear*r and

life, but dso that these ordered sffucnues fall dong
a temporal line that accords well with their degree

of complexity. A well-ordered sequence of known

qntems-from sta$ to planets to life to intelli-
gence-maps along the arrow of dme, revealing

simplicity &*g"g into complexity, chaos into
order, inorganic into organic. There is a story here,

a historical narrative. And itt a story abour our-

selves----our origins.

This is post-Renaissance thinking, without the

strict, mechanistic determinism of Newton,

l,aplace et al. Cosmic evoludon embraces a more

materialistic, qmoptic posture, wherein no obvious

daign or purpose is discernible scientifically noth-

ing seems pre-ordained, nor is anphing clearlypre-

dictable. Chance mixes with necessity, reduction-

ism with holism, phpics with biolory. All ordered

smrcffies arise nacurally, indeed with increasing

complexiry over the course of time, owing largely to

the expansion of *re Universe and *re thermody-

namic conditions that change wirh ir.

Cosmic evolution uaces a tlread of chalge link-
ing the evolution of primal enerry into elemenury

panicles, the wolution of those panicles into
atoms, in turn of those atoms into galaxies and

stars, and of stars into heavy elemenrs, the wolu-
tion of those elements into the molecular building

blocks of life, of those molecules into IiFe itself and

dren intelligence, and ofintelligent life into the cul-

rured and technological civilization that we now

share. Despite the comparcmentaiization of acade-

mic science, evolution-broadly considered-
knows no disciplinary boundaries.

These are the changes that have produced,

successively and successfully, our Galaxy, our
Sun, our Earth and ourselves. The result is a

grand evolutionary synthesis bridging a wide

variety of scientific specialties-physics,
astronomy, geology, chemistry, biology and

anthropology, among others-a genuine nat-

ural history of epic proportions exrending
from the very beginning of time to the here

and now.
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ffiuring the 1990s, the Vright Center for Science Education blossomed into a world-classt5
iJorganization dedicated to the training and retraining of science teachers to use innova-

tive methods to stimulate young minds. Generousiy funded by the Fondation H. Dudley
'Wright of Geneva, Switzerland, the center is an independent enriry attached to the Graduate

School ofArts and Sciences atTirfts. As its first director, Eric Chaisson has built the cenrer

from scratch, acquiring additional funding via partnerships with other organizations as diverse

as NASA (federal funding), the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (state funding), the

Foundation for the Future (private funding) and Paramount

Communications (corporate funding).

Based in the huge Science and Technology building on

the Medford campusr among a group of more than a

hundred scientists and engineers, the'Wright Center

empioys about a dozen dedicated professional educa-

tors who work alongside approximately 30 W'right

Fellows, or master teachers, who flux in and out of the

center each year. 
'Working on a variery ofprograms and

activities designed to improve science literacy at all levels-

from grade school to grad school-its principal rargets are sec-

ondary-school teachers, who play such a critically important task in our

technological democracy by exposing most citizens to the only science they will ever get. 
'!?irh

the Wright Center, along with other groups like it, Tufts is leading the way among universities

reaching out to help their surrounding pre-college communities.

Being interdisciplinary in nature, the \(right Centert mission matches well its intellectual

rheme of-you guessed it----cosmic evolution. The arrow of time acts as a backbone on which

the center hangs its many programs, products and activities, As each Vright Fellow con-

tributes to the growing base ofnovel instructional techniques and integrated science resources,

more "meat" is placed on the bones. "Our rwin goals are

innovation and dissemination," says Chaisson. "People cant

get into the center without innovating and they cant get out

without disseminating."

Shown here are two of the 
'Wright Centert most recent

products-an educational CD-ROM and a glossary of

terms, both addressing the interdiscipline ofcosmic evolu-

tion and designed for pre-college and university teachers.

The CD contains some 500 megabltes of information,

including nearly a half-million words, several hundred fig-

uresr numerous animations and a digitally compressed

movie, all of it produced in rhe centert Science Vsualization

Lab. The glossary is an ongoing amempt to build a common

language agreeable to all scientists while crossing each others'

boundaries. Both products are available free ofcharge.

For more information on the'Vight Center, including

regukr updates of;ts rnan! euents and produn for teachers and

public alihe, consult its award-winning website:
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Glossary of
KryTerms

for

Cosmic
Euolution

Wright €estt* for
Scie.rlcz Educafion
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{"":or the past 25 years, Eric Chaisson has been fascinated wirh the concept of

tr ' cosmic evolution.

"It's a positive obsession, a love for the subject, and one that causes me to think

abour it nearly all the time," explains Chaisson in his booklined office at *re Science

and Technology building. "\Vhether I'm commudng on tie train from Concord,

coaching peewee hockey teams at dawn in Dorchester or sit-

ting in endless commimee meetings at Tifts, I m usually toying

with the central features of this newly emerging worldview

My feet may be on the ground, but my head is well beyond. I

passionately want to know how realiry came to be, what makes

it all tick."

That passion has certainly fueled Chaissont teaching career

here at Tirfts and at Harvard, as well as an extraordinarilv pop-

ular lecture series that he hosts at rhe Boston Museum of

Science each fali. It hu also been a powerfi.rl source ofinspira-

tion for his writing. He has wrimen more tian 100 papers in

journals and 11 bools. His first book, Cosmic Dawn (1981),

and The Hubble Wan (1995) both won the Science Vriting

Award of dre American Instirute of Physics. And his collegeJevel textbook, 
'4stronomy

ndrr!,k the most widely used such text in the nation. But the book of which he is

mosr proud-Coszic Euolution: The Rise of Compbxity in Narure (Hamard Universiry

Press, 2001)-is the result of 19 years of writing.

"l never worked on the new book fuil time, only wirh my left hand," says

Chaisson. 'Although my first book took me only six weeks to write because it was

a1l in my head and simply required spilling out on.o paper, the new book needed

to percolate while I wrote it."

Cosmic Euolutioz, perhaps for good reason, took two decades to complete. This

book ambitiously attempts to take the scenario of cosmic evolution to the next

step-namely, ro quanrifr the arguments and make them more technicaily sound.

Not surprisingly, that means lots of thermodynamics and energy metrics applied to

fields as diverse as cosmology, planetology, molecular biology and industrial

civilization. Despite the technical nature of the text, which is confined to three

short chapters, the book is receiving early accolades x a "superb synthesis" (Zr

Mond.e) nd an "illuminating work" (London Times). Celebrated sociobiologist

E.O. Vilson in a recent review praised Chaissont "command of the subject and

clariry of exposition' and Nobel prize-winning chemist Dudley Herschbach wrote,

'h lucid and sprighdy guide, he brings forth original and provocative observations,

while gathering a host of wonders in his cosmic embrace." And from the leading

anthropologist Brian Fagan: "Eric Chaisson has written a definitive synthesis of

what he cails the golden age of astrophysics and biochemistry. Cosmic Euolution

presents a dramatic new worldview for the 2ist century."

Now the real work begins. Chaisson considers all that he has done to date in

teaching, researching and writing about cosmic evolution to be a mere preface to

the major intellectual effort ahead-and the magnum opus to come.

"This is my ultimate concern, my life's work," he says. "Discovering and sharing

are the liFeblood of an academic."

T,nr,,,{,"jI,,:,,'. i-" . I 8.,r,.,,t.:ing tj:,:;lt:*:
tVhether galaxy, gene or art, pafterns in physical,

biological and cultural systems are manifest expres-

sions of order and complexity, and increasingly so

over the course of time. For all such systems, ener-

gy is key. Energr is needed to create ald mainain

physical and biological strucflres (such as firsing

stars or functioning biomolecules), and it is also

needed to build and restore cultural artifaca

(whether towering churches or elegant paintings).

The flow of energy, as dictated by non-equiJibrium

thermodlnamics, does seem to provide a powerfi-rl

way to appreciate the growth of order, form and

suuctrue everywhere.

Note that we are not talking about simple,

arcryday equilibrium thermody.namics learned in

school or practiced by engineers. In closed, equi-

librium systems, stflrcrures tend to break down;

this is the famous law of entropy, or disorder.

Unattended households grow more messy; lawns

become unkempt, kitchens greasy, roofs leaky.

Even human beings who fail to eat will gradudly

become less ordered and die. All things, when left

alone, evennrally degenerate into chaodc, random-

ized ald unordered states.

By conuast, in cosmic evolution, we emphasize

open q/stems and non-equilibrium sates. And thatt
where the energr florns come into play About

100,000 years after the big bang the previously equi-

librated Universe suffered a s1Tnmetry break, owing

solely to cosmic er<parsion, inevitably creating glob-

al conditions that depaned from equilibrium. ln this

way, environments natually arose suitable for *re
flow of energy, and wennully for the emergence of
organized strucnrres. The resulting islands of increas-

ing order-namely, ploio,smrs, planets and [fe-
are more than balanced by got seas of increasing

disorder elservhere in the environments beyond. All
accords with the second law of thermodynamics-
perhaps the most clerished law in all of phpics. By

considering both qntems per se and their surround-

ing environments, we can prove that both strucnrre

and enuopy (whidr, as order and disorder, are se€m-

ingly at odds with each another) can increase togeth-

er-the former locally and the latter globally

Key questions flood the mind: \7hat caued

pockets oflocelired order to arise, thus fashioning

g"loio, stars, planets and life? Howhas complexity

emerged, and then increased, as systems operi-

ence4 in turn, phpical wolution, then biological

wolution, and, finally, cultural wolution? Have

technological humans now become the agents of
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change, able to tinkerwit}r both mater and energl4 including genes and

environments, more than these factors currendy affect us? How did the

neural nework widrin human brains acquire the sophistication needed

to fashion societies, weapons, cathedrals, philosophies and scenarios of
cosmic wolution? [n shon, what caued us to become sentient enough

to contemplate oul complex selves?

chance or necessity; rather, it resembles shades ofgray throughout, Iike-

ly mixing specialization with synthesis, reducdonism with holism-a
concept only now emerging in scientific circles, especially in non-equi-

librium complercity science.

Making a long argument a good deal shortet I return to the phys-

ically intuitive concept of energy-admittedly my physicistt bias, yet

in e*sritie eve.;lu.Niern, lika li& irsel{ rcrthing is blae}s sr v/hifr, g{-'ve rne{.{. by efuamee

sr vleeessify; raiiTe6 if ;"*sernbies sfuades *fgray through*:uf, tif<e$ rnixing

s? e {i aiLzat irrn- v,' i th s"y n"ttrtt si:, :"c Jue tio nis m r+' I lh h oLi s;qt 
"

Tirc *i *$ *xm- 'ry

Complexity itself is a slippery term. Few people agree on its definition,

let alone how it might be quantified. Even among biologists, most of

whom concur that complexicy has generally risen throughout the his-

tory of liFe on Eanh, the word "complexity' conjures up different met-

rics, almost ail of them qualitative. In my work, I wish to push the

envelope beyond mere words, indeed beyond biology. "The book of

Nature is written in the language of mathematics," said Galiieo, one of

my intellecual heroes. Some see such an anitude as reductionistic-an

affempt to reduce all understanding rc physics-but I disagree. In cos-

mic evolution, like life itself, nodring is black or white, governed by

as universal a currency as aqnhing known in science. But notjust ener-

ry; rather, a term called enngy rate dtnslry--the amount of energy flow-

ing tluough open systems per unit mass or volume. In that way, we can

meaningfi:1ly judge, or normalizr, all ordered structures "on the same,

level page," comparing their use of energy regardless of their size and

scale. And when that is done, we find that miniscule amoebas have

much higher energ' flow densities than vasdy larger galaxies; petite

human brains much larger values than huge redwood trees.

As might be expected for cosmic evolution-a unfying proposal

incorporating physical, biological and culrural 6v6ls1i6n-x 5equential

trend correlates well with the age of a given qpe of system. The finai
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figure (previous page) shows how all biological systems have flows

of energy density to and from their surrounding environments far

more than for any physical system. And, in turn, cultural systems,

such as cities, economies and all of civilization utilize still much

greater energy flows-an analysis that often dismays sociologists

and economists who find it amusing, at best, to see their social

studies anaJyzed thermodynamically. At least Heraclitus would

have been pleased, even if puzzled by the modern details, given

another of his succinct maxims: "All flows."

This is not to say, by ary means, that galaxies per se evolved into

stars, or stars into planets, or planets into life. Rather, our analysis

inconceivable that a kind of replication is at work in the dark recess-

es of the Cosmos. Said leading astrophysicist Patrick Thaddeus

recendy, "If you consider long enough intervals of time, stars are as

replicative as any bugs in a petri dish."

There is no quesdon that biological evolution (neo-Darwinism)

is much richer than any kind of physical evolution among inani-
mate objects. No one is saying otherwise. There is real added value

to the genetic information stored in living systems, and that's part-

ty-along with enhanced energy flows noted 2f6ys-rvha1 mak65

us more complex. Likewise, cultural evolution (mostly

Lamarckism) is richer still, capable of producing cities, states and

The concept o{ evoLutton, broadLy consLdered, hu become a ?owerfuL, uni{ying

{act<tr in aLL o{ scLence, underLyingthe rise of compLexity everywhere,

suggests that galaxies gave rise to environments suited to the birth of
stars, that some stars spawned environments conducive to the for-

mation of planets, and that an untold number of planets fostered

environments ripe for the origin of life. This is Nature writ large.

Fvslulign, .-: I :,,ii S:,,;l .l :,':;,:

The word "evolution' need not be the exclusive purview of biologists.

In fact, Darwin never did use that word as 2 161111-31d only once

as a verb, in the very last sentence of his 1859 classic, On the Origin

of Specia. Biological evoludon is merely a subset, albeit an important

one, of a much grander evolutionary scheme stretching across all of
space and time. For the more we examine Nature, the more every-

thing seems related to everphing else. Indeed, the concept of evolu-

tion, broadly considered, has become a powerfi.rl unifying factor in
all of science, underlying the rise of complexity everywhere.

Selection, adaptation and reproducliell-1611115 that biologists

often take as their sole province-might well apply to physical and

cultural systems beyond biology. The word "selection" itself is a bit
of a misnome! as there is no known agent or active force that

deliberately seleds. I prefer the term "non-random elimination,"

suggested to me several years ago by the foremost living evolu-

tionist, Ernst Mayr, implying that selection is less a force than a

passive editor or pruning device to weed out the unfit.
Accordingly, selection can be broadly taken to mean preferential

interaction of any object with its environment-a more liberal

interpretation that also helps widen our view of evolution.

As for "replication," one hears the word increasingly used in
astronomical circles. Given recent studies in sequential star forma-

tion among interstellar clouds-wherein the death of some stars

actively triggers the birth of others and repeatedly so-it is not

empires that are so socially complex as to play havoc with our very

well-being as a civilization.

These are heady issues, vital issues, indeed, deep intellectual

issues that ought to be raised more often in university settings.

Humankind is now moving toward a time, possibly as soon as

within a generation or two, when we shall no longer be able to
expect Nature spontaneously to provide for us the environmental

conditions needed for survival. Rather, society itself will have to

create artificially the very conditions of our own ecological exis-

tence. From the two, society and the biosphere, will likely emerge

a socialiy controlled bioculture. Here the components become

ideas, artifacts, technology and humans, among other living
organisms and machines 61 [x6[-the epitome (thus far) of
complexiry in Nature.

Perhaps Vannevar Busht wartime colleague, Harvard president

James Byrant Conant, was right when he quipped that "education

is whatt left after all youve learned has been forgotten." I d like to
think that the grand theme and historical narrative of cosmic evo-

lution-an interdisciplinary survey of all the sciences, indeed a

powerful worldview for the 21st century-a"re among those bits of
education that will indeed be remembered long after all the details

ofconventional course work are forgotten.

I d also like to think that the scenario of cosmic evolution

grants us unparalleled "big thinking," from which may well
emerge the global ethics and planetary citizenship likely needed if
our species is to survive to play a role in that same cosmic-evolu-

tionary scenario.

Eric Chaisson is director of theWright Centerfor Science

Education and professor of phyics and of education.
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